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Abstract. The task of visual dialog generation requires an agent holding
a conversation referencing question history, putting the current question
into context, and processing visual content. While previous research fo-
cused on arranging questions to form dialog, we tackle the more challeng-
ing task of arranging questions from words, and dialog from questions.
We develop our model in a simple “Guess which?” game scenario where
the agent needs to predict an image region that has been selected by an
oracle by asking questions to the oracle. As a result, the reinforcement
learning agent arranges words to refer to the image features strategically
to acquire the required information from the oracle, memorizing it and
giving the correct prediction with an accuracy well above 80%. Imposing
costs on the number of questions asked to the oracle leads to a strat-
egy using few questions, while imposing costs on the number of words
used leads to more but shorter questions. Our results are a step towards
making goal-directed dialog fully generic by assembling it from words,
elementary constituents of language.

Keywords: Visual Dialog Generation · Deep Reinforcement Learning ·
Compositionality.

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks have recently led to large progress in image- and natural
language processing. Generating meaningful dialogs regarding visual content is
required for various applications such as conversations with intelligent robot
assistants [7]. One task allowing for research towards conversations is Visual
Question Answering (VQA) [10], which consists of a single question-answer pair
that is processed individually and, therefore, is limited in modeling complex
communication. Visual dialog tasks [3] extend VQA and present sequences of
questions, requiring a model to consider the question history and to recognize
context. Visual dialogue generation tasks [7], in addition, require a goal-oriented
agent to produce sequences of questions, focusing on efficient task completion.
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Question Agent’s Oracle’s
Number Actions Answer

1. “green” + “?” No
2. “background” + “light” + “blue” + “?” No
– “stop” –

Agent’s
Prediction “2”

Fig. 1. Left: Example image with the digit in position 2 selected by an oracle, as
indicated by the red frame. This position needs to be predicted by the agent. Right:
Task of the agent is to generate a suitable question sequence from individual actions,
which express words and question marks, to receive answers by the oracle (whether the
requested features are present in the selected sub-image; for example, question 1 asks
whether it contains green) that allow it to correctly predict the selected position. The
questions are created word by word, as the agent selects one new action each round.
The agent ends its questions with the “stop” action, which precedes its prediction.

Examples of visual dialog generation tasks include the description of visual
scenes based on question-answer pairs provided in a dataset [9] or the localiza-
tion of objects in a visual context of the colored MNIST data set [1]. Our ob-
jective is to extend the Recurrent Attention Model [8], which has been used in
various vision and robotics tasks, to enable the generation of questions using in-
dividual words. We will examine compositional questions, which have a stronger
resemblance to natural speech patterns instead of a restricted set of questions.
Furthermore, the development of an optimal questioning strategy and proper
compositional question structure will be analyzed.

Our novel focus is on assembling dialog questions from individual words
that refer to image features, thereby generating dialog in a more natural way.
Challenges of this task include that the generated language needs to be goal-
directed to ask relevant information, needs to be composed of tokens, and these
tokens should refer to the visual features of the scene. In order to address those
questions, we introduce a simple visually grounded language game (cf. Fig. 1),
where the model predicts the location of a digit in the provided image based on
a sequence of questions and corresponding answers about its visual attributes.

1.1 Task definition

The agent is trained on a variation of the MNIST-GuessNumber data set [1]
that combines a set of grid images filled with digits and adds the corresponding
descriptions for each specific image. The data set is modified to stimulate the
generation of compositional questions in which individual tokens refer to distinct
features of the images. To this end, the images can be referred to by color
words, by attributes “light” and “dark”, and by the specifiers “background” and
“foreground”, or a combination thereof.

One of the digit positions in the grid is selected by an oracle as the target
digit. At each step, the agent produces a question from individual tokens and a
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final end-of-question mark and receives the corresponding question-answer pair
as input. They should be based on the attributes of the digits displayed on the
currently presented image. Based on the history of question-answer pairs and
the learned strategy, the agent selects a new token each round and updates
the current question-answer pair. After the agent decides not to ask any further
questions by producing a ”stop” action, or after a maximum number of questions
have been asked, the agent will make the digit prediction. At the end of the task,
the agent will receive reward feedback from the environment.

2 Related Work

Deep learning has enabled tasks involving images and text, like image captioning
and visual question answering. Visual dialog tasks focus on answering a final
question based on visual references and comprehending the relations between a
set of given questions and answers. The goal of the task proposed by Hongsuck et
al. [6] is to answer a final question about digits’ features shown in an image based
on a given question & answer history. This model uses supervised learning to
investigate retrieved attention for visual reference resolution and its combination
with tentative attention to predict the correct response. These tasks, however,
do not require any generation of questions.

2.1 Visual dialog generation

The aim of visual dialog generation tasks is to create dialog sequences of question-
answer pairs, relating to images. Zhao et al. [1] utilize a modified MNIST data
set to generate a grid of differently colored numbers. The task is to identify
and locate a specific number on the generated image. The model consists of
three networks, “guesser”, “answerer” and “questioner”, that are pre-trained
using supervised learning. Thereafter, only the guesser network is trained using
reinforcement learning to learn the correct classification. The vocabulary for the
question generation consists of a limited set of attributes that describe each digit,
therefore deviating from the natural process of communication.

Vries et al. [9] introduce a GuessWhat game, where two bots hold a conver-
sation about a visual environment, which is represented by an image. One of the
bots asks questions and receives binary answers to determine which object was
selected. The data set was collected from a series of manually typed questions
from a previously conducted study. The questions were later assigned to the
corresponding images, therefore providing a static set of questions that the bots
choose from.

Das et al. [7] extended on a goal-driven approach for the training of dia-
log agents. The main objective of the research task is to identify an image by
asking questions about its content. The ”questioner” and ”answerer” bots are
trained with supervised learning to ensure that they utilize a common language
for communication. Then reinforcement learning is used to improve the perfor-
mance. This reinforcement learning agent perceives the generated language not
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as a supervised learning task, therefore attempting to simulate natural human
speech. Moreover, the results of this experiment show that the strategy of using
reinforcement learning on visual dialog tasks provides better performance than
the ones based only on supervised learning [7].

2.2 Compositionality in VQA

Compositional questions are not entirely studied in the context of visual dialog
tasks, but there are some novel approaches in the Visual Question Answering
field [5, 17, 14, 15]. The following research papers concentrate on multi-hop rea-
soning. The point of question answering with compositional reasoning is to divide
the question into different components and attempt to analyze them separately
by considering how the rest of the components will behave [4].

Koushik et al. [5] research compositional reasoning for VQA. They argue
that the majority of solutions [10, 13, 16] exploit statistical properties of the
feature distribution to produce a correct answer. Therefore, the models rely on
educated guesses instead of reasoning. For their experiments, the CLEVR data
set [11] is used to answer corresponding questions about the displayed objects.
This is achieved using reinforcement learning methods and a deep LSTM, and
additional attention mechanisms in subsequent experiments. While VQA with
the attention module yielded satisfactory results, reinforcement learning failed to
improve the performance. Nevertheless, it was suggested that the reinforcement
learning approach can be further incorporated into tasks with compositional
reasoning [5].

3 Methodology

3.1 Data pre-processing

We generate a collection of colored 28×28 pixel images of MNIST digits arranged
on a 2×2 grid1. This results in four possible positions that can be selected by the
oracle as the target, which the agent has to infer. The target number corresponds
to the positions in the grid from left to right line by line. The generated images
include two primary colors {green, blue}. These colors describe both background
and foreground, which can either appear in light or dark. If the background is
light, the foreground must be dark, and vice versa, so that the digits are well
visible. A rudimentary image preprocessing step extracts the image information
and represents the image RGB colors of the background and foreground as a
3×8-dimensional vector.

The generated images allow for eight possible actions that the network
can produce form the token set: {“background”, “foreground”, “dark”, “light”,
“blue”, “green”, “?”, “stop”}. The digits were excluded from the label set due to
the lack of compositional combinations with other features. A question includes

1 The dataset and the code of the model implementation are available at:
https://github.com/ylysa/Recurrent-Attention-Model
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Fig. 2. The model architecture, including layer sizes and activation functions

between one and four actions, selecting one token at a time. For sequentially
generating a sequence of tokens, the network receives the previously asked to-
ken as input until the “?” token is produced. The question mark concludes the
question sequence generation and the model receives the corresponding answer
from the oracle. The question sequence and the oracle’s answer are combined
into an 8-dimensional input vector consisting of two units for “background” or
“foreground”, two units for “light” or “dark”, two units for each color, and two
units for the binary answer (yes or no). Each unit is activated when the model
has selected the corresponding action or the corresponding answer was received.
During the sequence generation, the question token is fed back to the network.
An answer to the question is only provided when the sequence is completed with
the “?” token or when the limit of four actions has been reached. At the begin-
ning of the next question, or if the generated question structure was invalid, the
input vector is reset to a null vector. An answer is given only to valid questions.

For the question sequence, we define a simple grammar that requires a valid
question structure that has to fulfill the following pattern: “background” or
“foreground” feature followed by “light” or “dark” feature and the color. The
order of the selected features must remain identical, but individual features can
be omitted. The question must end with a “?” token to be considered valid.
A question sequence that consists of only a question mark, without any other
words, is invalid.

3.2 Architecture

The utilized model architecture is a modification of the Recurrent Attention
Model proposed by Mnih et al. [8]. The agent is initially trained with super-
vised learning to predict the selected target digit’s position and afterward with
reinforcement learning to develop a questioning strategy. The agent consists of
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four connected modules (cf. Fig. 2): (i) the Question Network processes visual
information and the current question-answer vector; (ii) the Core Network is
responsible for processing the concatenated input and integrating information
over time, and produces a hidden state; (iii) the Action Selection Network out-
puts the actions to compose the current question; (iv) the Prediction Network
outputs the final prediction about which position the oracle has selected.

The input consists of two vectors: the preprocessed image representation and
the question-answer pair. These vectors are combined inside the Question Net-
work, where each passes through a layer with 128 units and then they converge
on a joint layer with 256 units. All layers use ReLU as an activation function.

The Core Network consists of a long short-term memory (LSTM) with 256
hidden units. In our experiments, an LSTM performed better than the simple
recurrent network used in the original architecture [8]. At each time step, the
LSTM receives the output of the Question Network as input, as well as its
previous hidden state.

The Action Selection module consists of two layers: one hidden layer with
128 hidden units that receives its input from the Core Network and one output
layer with eight outputs corresponding to the eight possible actions. The actions
are sampled from a categorical probability distribution created from the output
layer’s Softmax function. For evaluation, the action with the highest probability
is selected.

The Prediction Network has a single output layer, receiving its input directly
from the Core Network. The last layer of the Prediction Network uses the Soft-
max activation function, which predicts the probability of each target. The four
outputs correspond to four possible target positions.

3.3 Loss function

The model parameters are updated using the policy gradient method RE-
INFORCE [12] and portray a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) since the underlying states cannot be fully observed (the oracle’s
selection is unknown). The Question, Prediction, Core, and Baseline Network
parameters are trained with supervised loss. The Action Selection module pa-
rameters are trained with reinforcement learning, while the weights of the pre-
viously trained modules are frozen.

The prediction loss is calculated with negative log-likelihood, where y stands
for the ground-truth label from the data set and log(ỹ) for the probability dis-
tribution over all possible digits generated by the model:

Lpred = −log(ỹ) · y. (1)

A baseline is estimated to approximate the reward function and is used to stabi-
lize the reinforcement learning. The Baseline Network (not shown in Fig. 2) has
a single hidden layer with 256 units that maps the output of the Core Network
into one output. Rt is the accumulative reward over the entire trajectory and bt
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is the output of the Baseline Network. The baseline loss uses the mean squared
error:

Lb =
1

T

T∑
t=0

(Rt − bt)
2. (2)

The total reward provided to the model after an episode is R = rp+rl. The first
term is the prediction reward, where the model receives rp = 1 if the prediction
was correct and rp = −1 otherwise. The second term is the latency reward [2],
calculated as

rl =
1

T + 2
, (3)

where T stands for either the episode length or the number of questions in that
episode. We conducted experiments for both definitions of the latency reward
function. The reward Rt is assigned to an entire trajectory, i.e. dialog, since not
a separate question but rather the entire trajectory has to be evaluated.

Empirical sampling over the state-action space in REINFORCE is expressed
as logπ(at | st), the probability of selecting action at in state st. Rt is the accu-
mulative reward over the whole trajectory and bt is the output of the Baseline
Network. The action loss is defined as

Lact =

T∑
t=0

−logπ(at | st)(Rt − bt). (4)

The baseline and action losses are backpropagated only to the Baseline module
and Action Selection module, respectively, but not to the remaining modules.
The total loss is the sum of all three components, with equal weights for each
component

L = Lpred + Lb + Lact. (5)

4 Experiments

The generated images include two colors: green, blue. The four sub-images in
the grid are likely to contain identical colors and therefore require complex ques-
tions. Overall there exist 1680 unique images; in each image, we ensure that there
are no two equal sub-images. This allows to uniquely identify the selected image
via a suitable question strategy. Additionally, there are four times as many data
samples, since each image consists of four different sub-images that can be se-
lected by the oracle. Only a minority of 300 of the images are used for training,
which poses challenges for generalization. The validation data set contains 1000
images, which do not overlap with the training set. The validation set is also
used for testing because no hyperparameters are optimized using the validation
set. To prevent the predictions from overfitting to the training images regardless
of the question sequence, the target sub-image is always selected randomly for
each epoch.
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4.1 Pre-training

Learning to predict correctly requires question-answer histories that contain suf-
ficient information, while learning the question strategies suffers from noisy re-
wards resulting from unreliable target predictions. This causes difficulties for
the model when learning the predictions and question sequences simultaneously.
Therefore, only the Prediction Network is pre-trained using an automatically
generated question sequence for each image. During each epoch a different ran-
dom question sequence is created, to present the model with a large variety of
environment states. After the supervised pre-training for less than 20 epochs,
the model reaches an accuracy above 90%. After pre-training of the Prediction
Network, the Action Selection network is trained using reinforcement learning to
learn a correct question generation starting with randomly initialized weights.
The model is optimized with Adam Optimizer with a learning rate of 3e-4. Se-
quences are terminated by the stop action, or after a maximum of 13 time steps,
including the initial step with a null vector input. The prediction is derived from
the last available state.

4.2 Experiments with different time efficiency losses

For evaluation of the model, we test multiple implementations of time efficiency
constraints, which contribute to the action loss function, and their effect on the
resulting behavior.

1. The latency reward defined in Eq. 3 uses the number of selected tokens as
the number of required time steps T . The reward function that depends on
the number of tokens is referred to as Rtok.

2. Time steps T in Eq. 3 are defined as the number of questions posed to the
oracle. The reward function that depends on the number of questions is
referred to as Rqu.

3. The latency reward is applied only if the network predicts correctly, in which
case R = 1+rl, while for false predictions the total reward remains as R = −1
regardless of the number of time steps. Here, similar to the second definition
of the reward function, T is the number of questions. The corresponding
reward function is referred to as Rqu+lat.

5 Results

5.1 Accuracy

The model achieves an accuracy above 80% on the validation data (see Fig. 3),
where the form of the time efficiency loss does not have a major impact. The
model with the Rqu+lat loss had the highest accuracy by a small margin at the
end. These results demonstrate the generalization capabilities given that only a
minority of 300 images from 1680 possible images, were used for training, and
utilizing unseen validation images.
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Fig. 3. Validation accuracy with different
reward functions (blue: Rtok, purple: Rqu,
red: Rqu+lat)

Fig. 4. Test accuracy of Rq+lat (SC: cor-
rect question sequence, SW: wrong ques-
tion sequence, PC: correct prediction, PW:
wrong prediction)

For analyzing the models’ performance, the generated question sequence and
resulting prediction have to be considered. Specifically, if the sequence of ques-
tions is considered correct (SC), meaning that it retrieves sufficient information
from the oracle for a correct prediction (PC) of the chosen target sub-image.
Similarly, the question history can be considered wrong (SW), not asking for
sufficient information, possibly resulting in a wrong prediction (PW). The model
with the Rq+lat reward function provides the best performance in these four cri-
teria and is illustrated in Fig. 4. For most images, the model generates a valid
sequence of questions (SC) and the correct prediction (PC). In 9.7% of cases
(SW, PC), a correct prediction was partially guessed since an improper ques-
tion sequence would not guarantee a correct prediction. In 9.5% of cases (SW,
PW), the model predicts wrongly given an improper question sequence. In the
remaining 3.2% of cases (SC, PW), the model should be capable of predicting
the correct sub-image based on the question sequence, however, the Prediction
Network predicts the wrong sub-image.

5.2 Question evaluation

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the average length of the questions for the model
with Rqu and Rqu+lat reward functions is greater in comparison to the model
with Rtok. The corresponding reward function stimulates longer compositional
questions. The majority of questions vary between two and three tokens. For the
Rqu+lat model, the distribution of question length leans toward three tokens and
the number of four tokens questions is the highest among all experiments, which
demonstrates the ability of this approach to generate compositional questions.

The average number of valid questions remains under four (see Fig. 6). In
the majority of cases, where the sequence is longer than three questions, the
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Fig. 5. Average length of questions (i.e. number of tokens per question) with different
reward functions. Left: Rtok; Middle: Rqu; Right: Rqu+lat. Questions of length 1 contain
only the “?” token and are invalid.

Fig. 6. Average number of questions per image with different reward functions. Left:
Rtok; Middle: Rqu; Right: Rqu+lat.

remaining questions consist only of question marks. The invalid questions that
include some tokens usually do not have the question mark accompanying them.

Upon inspection of the models’ generated output, questions often contain
a learned bias, such as preferring “dark” over “light”, or “background” over
“foreground”. However, we did not notice any bias for color. These biases do not
necessarily degrade performance, since these features are inherently symmetric
in the data. It is equally efficient to inquire about a dark background or light
background since the same number of digit sub-images is eliminated. The model
often does not learn all possible question sequences. The sequences from the
Rqu and Rqu+lat reward functions usually do not include any repetitions beyond
the question mark, while we did observe models trained with Rtok to repeat
questions. We also observed the model to be inefficient in applying the optimal
question strategy, when it chose a color that is present only in a single sub-image
in its first question, since such a question cannot rule out multiple sub-images.

In typical dialog sequences (see Fig. 7), the questions appear sequentially and
with correct structure, the repetitions are avoided and the stop action is selected
accordingly. Moreover, the inquired features are all present in the image. The
models avoid irrelevant questions and derive a correct prediction based on the
question history and the input image. The Rqu+lat reward function provides the
advantage of generating more complex compositional questions and the number
of questions is shorter than those derived by the Rtok and Rqu reward functions.
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a)

Question Agent’s Oracle’s
Number Actions Answer

1. “green” + “?” Yes
2. “light” + “blue” + “?” No
3. “blue” + “?” Yes
– “stop” –

Agent’s
Prediction “4”

b)

Question Agent’s Oracle’s
Number Actions Answer

1. “light” + “blue” + “?” Yes
2. “background” + “light” + “blue” + “?” Yes
– “stop” –

Agent’s
Prediction “1”

Fig. 7. Two example tasks being solved by the agent. The model in a) has been
penalized via the number of tokens (Rtok), the model in b) via the number of questions
(Rqu+lat) which leads to fewer but longer questions. The display is as in Fig. 1: left,
the example image with the oracle’s choice in red; right, the generated dialog.

6 Conclusion

In summary, the Recurrent Attention Model is able to generate questions com-
positionally from tokens and arrange questions strategically to generate goal-
directed visual dialog. The model produces a correct question structure and
chooses question tokens sequentially while avoiding repetitions and reducing the
total length of the sequence. Further, the model refers to the presented visual
content by selecting relevant question sequences for novel image examples that
were not shown during the training process. The results show that the learned
strategy of the model heavily varies depending on the time efficiency losses used
in the reward function. Penalizing the number of questions, instead of the num-
ber of words, results in a model that generates fewer questions, but also longer
compositional questions. Hence, a suitable reward function may allow generating
language of desirable characteristics.

Certain limitations are that the model does not necessarily yield optimal
results, often producing correct but less efficient sequences. Future work may in-
volve reinforcement learning algorithms that are more robust to noisy rewards,
which promise also to overcome the need for supervised pretraining. Further
work may address more complex scenarios and forming longer sentences with
grammatical variations. Our model handles only minimal grammar with a small
number of words, owed to the sole use of reinforcement learning for word genera-
tion. To exceed those limitations, an unsupervised language model [18] could be
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used as an element of model-based reinforcement learning, to efficiently generate
frequent word sequences for the generation of more complex sentences.
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